We propose a new scheme based on quantum dot-bimodal cavity coupling system to realize alloptical switch and logic gates in low-photon-number regime. Suppression of mode transmission due to the destructive interference effect is theoretically demonstrated by driving the cavity with two orthogonally polarized pulsed lasers at certain pulse delay. The transmitted mode can be selected by designing laser pulse sequence. The optical switch with high on-off ratio emerges when considering one driving laser as the control. Moreover, the AND/OR logic gates based on photon polarization are achieved by cascading the coupling system. Both proposed optical switch and logic gates work well in ultra-low energy magnitude. Our work may enable various applications of all-optical computing and quantum information processing.
Quantum dots (QDs) in photonic crystal cavity have drawn many attentions for their distinguished potential in implementations and applications of quantum devices and quantum information processing 1 . This QD-cavity coupling system has been studied extensively in the framework of cavity quantum electrodynamic dynamics (CQED) for building blocks of attainable quantum communication and quantum information network in last decade 2, 3 . The Jaynes-Cummings (JC) model, which describes a two-level atom inside a cavity, plays an important role in quantum optics 4 . Taking the advantage of the long coherence time, numbers of fascinating schemes have been proposed to implement the scalable quantum computation using photonic qubits [5] [6] [7] , the deterministic photonic spatial-polarization hyper-CNOT gate 8 , and the quantum gates based on hybrid photon-matter systems [9] [10] [11] [12] . Recently, several schemes of the all-optical switch in low-photon-number (single photon) regime have been proposed and experimentally demonstated [13] [14] [15] . W.L. Chen et al. realized an optical transistor in which single stored gate photon was used to control the resonator transmission of source photons 13 . T. Volz et al. reported an all-optical switch of single photons in a strongly coupled QD-cavity system, in which the overall switching time was about 50 ps 14 . R. Bose et al. demonstrated the nonlinear optical switching between two laser pulses by utilizing the strong coupling between a single QD and an L3 photonic crystal cavity 15 . The temporal switching response was measured as fast as 120 ps while 3 dB and 10 dB contrast were achieved at about 140 and 440 driving photons respectively. Still, higher on-off ratio and speed of all-optical switch is highly desirable. More importantly, to best of our knowledge, the complicated all-optical AND/OR logic gates in low-photon-number regime have not been demonstrated yet. In our work, we investigate the coupling system consisting of a bimodal photonic cavity and a two-level QD in CQED framework. Two pulsed lasers with controllable polarization are adopted to drive the cavity modes. Pulses of both driving lasers are Gaussian shape and a time delay is applied between two lasers. This platform provides us many abundant phenomena and interesting properties. It exhibits an optical switch effect by adjusting the suitable time delay between signal and control laser pulses. The overall switching time is 10 ps order of magnitude in theoretical calculation and meanwhile more than 12.5 dB on-off ratio can be achieved within proper range of coupling strength between QD and cavity. Then we propose a feasible scheme of AND/OR optical logic gates by cascading the QD-bimodal cavity system.
Results
The energy-level structure of the QD-bimodal cavity in bare state picture is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Only few pump photons coupled to the cavity mode is assumed due to the low driving energy. State , x m n ; denotes the number states where the value of x is G (ground state) or X (excited state). Letter m and n represents the photon number states of cavity mode a and mode b respectively. Two cavity modes are orthogonally polarized at identical frequency and are resonant to the QD. For convenience, we define that laser A has the same polarization as the cavity mode a while laser B has the same polarization as the cavity mode b. In this scheme, two possible transition paths exist for , G; 0 0 to , G; 0 1 or , G; 1 0 . For example, laser B can drive the system directly into state , G; 0 1 from basic state , G; 0 0 while laser A can drive the system into state , G; 1 0 and then transits to state , G; 0 1 through , X; 0 0 induced by the coupling between QD and both cavity modes. Probability amplitude of state , G; 0 1 may reduce greatly for the effect called destructive interference. However, when two driving laser pulses arrive simultaneously, the independent transitions in direct and indirect exciting paths can not achieve destructive interference because the transition from state , G; 1 0 to state , G; 0 1 needs an extra period of time. Using the Hamiltonian of QD-bimodal cavity coupling system and solving the transient master equation numerically, we obtain the time diagrams of photon transmission by Monte-Carlo method. Figure 2 (a) exhibits the fact that transmission of both modes can be expected from the bimodal cavity when the system is driven by single pulsed laser. When two orthogonal driving laser A and laser B with a certain delay (A before B) are adopted to pump the coupling system, only obvious mode a photon transmission is observed while mode b is almost undetectable as shown in Fig. 2(b) . The two peaks of mode a transmission derive from the direct transition excited by laser A and the indirect transition excited by latter laser B respectively. The mode b transmission is suppressed due to destructive interference induced by indirect transition excited by laser A and direct transition excited by latter laser B. On the contrary, if laser B precedes laser A, mode a transmission is suppressed instead as shown in Fig. 2(c) . It can be seen that the scheme holds symmetry for the sequence of laser A and laser B.
The coupling coefficient between QD and cavity (g) and the time delay between pulses of driving laser A and laser B (Δ t) are scanned to interpret their influences on single mode transmission. The magnitude of driving lasers are assumed identical. The cavity decay rate and dipole decay rate in numerical simulation are set κ π / = 2 40GHz and γ π / = 2 1GHz respectively. The color map in Fig. 3 demonstrates the mode b transmission energy in the situation laser B lagging behind laser A. When coupling is strong ( π / ≥ g 2 20GHz), mode b suppression (only mode A transmission) can occur by choosing proper pulse delay, while the mode b cannot be suppressed well in the weak coupling region ( π / g 2 < 20GHz) regardless of Δ t. It can be explained by that the transition path in which laser A drives the cavity mode b indirectly is not strong enough to achieve destructive interference with the direct transition excited by laser B when the coupling between QD and cavity is weak. For specific g, we can determine the optimal Δ t which ensures the mode b transmission energy minimum. The optimal time delay as a function of coupling coefficient is plotted as solid line in Fig. 3 . This function can be fitted by a third order polynomial relation: , here the unit of Δ t is ps and unit of g is GHz. The relative ratio between transmission energy of mode a and mode b reaches about 14.5 dB at π / g 2 = 20 GHz.
On the other hand, the analytical analysis is adopted to obtain the transition time interval in the QD-bimodal cavity coupling system. Identical non-homogeneous responses of the two driving lasers are assumed. For simplicity, we regard the influence of the driving lasers as an initial state to the system and then solve the motion equation. The Initial state is set ψ ( ) = , G 0 ;1 0 indicating that laser A has been pumped into the cavity. The evolution of the state , G; 0 1 is focused. The time of this state's probability amplitude from zero to maximum can be approximately expressed as below (more details can be found in the method part): The ∆t state represents the time consumption of transition from state , G; 1 0 to , G; 0 1 . According to equation (1), the time interval is simply related to the coupling strength and cavity decay rate. Quantitatively, it is more sensitive to the coupling strength within the common range 16, 17 
2. The equation (1) is plotted as dashed line in Fig. 3 , which is consistent with the previous numerically obtained optimal pulse delay when the coupling strength is large enough. It proves that the mechanism of proposed scheme for suppression of mode transmission is based on destructive interference effect in QD-bimodal cavity system driven by two laser pulses with delay.
Above scheme can fulfill an all-optical switch in the low-photon-number regime. We regard laser A as input signal and laser B as input control. Meanwhile, the mode b transmission is taken as the output signal. Figure 2(a,b) clearly shows how the optical switch works. The presence of the control determines the presence of the mode b transmission. In other words, we can "shut down" the output single by applying a control pump with a carefully selected time delay. The relations between mode b transmission energy and coupling strength in two cases, with or without driving laser B, are demonstrated in Fig. 4 . The time delay between driving lasers follows the numerically obtained optimal time delay. The on-off ratio of the optical switch keeps higher than 12.5 dB when π / ≥ g 2 20 GHz. The switching time, defined as time interval between input and output signal, is about 13 ps as illustrated in Fig. 2(a) . Here, the responsive transmission of mode a photon is useless in this application which may cause energy loss. Moreover, benefiting from the symmetry of proposed scheme to the sequence of driving lasers, it is able to make an artificial choice of the responsive mode transmission which also corresponds to the polarization of photon. We still regard the laser B as a control. The control laser precedes or lags behind the signal laser A determines that the polarization of responsive transmission is same as input signal or orthogonal to signal. It acts like a NOT-gate.
In the following, we will construct a complex logic gate in the low-photon-number regime based on the switch effect. Two properties of QD-bimodal cavity coupling system make it possible to implement a cascaded system. First, the photon responsive transmission is similar to the Gaussian-shaped pulses. Second, the time interval between mode a and mode b transmission is similar to the optimal time delay of driving pulses for destructive interference as well. This cascaded system is the foundation to build a logic gate. An exemplary sequence diagram is illustrated in Fig. 5(a-c) . We apply single laser A pulse to drive the first QD-cavity subsystem, consequently, both modes transmission will be excited in this system. Mode b transmission lags behind the mode a as expected. Then we use very low loss waveguides to lead the transmission to the second QD-cavity subsystem as its drive. The suppression of final mode b transmission can be observed. Here we set π / = g 2 21 GHz at which the optimal time delay of driving pulses is exactly same as time interval between transmitted modes, as shown in Fig. 5(d) . It should be noted that this scheme is symmetric for input laser A and laser B which means the lagged transmitted mode will be shut off in the end. Now we show how to build AND/OR logic gates by cascading the QD-bimodal cavity system as demonstrated in Fig. 6 . Three identical QD-cavity subsystems, which are marked as C1, C2 and C3 respectively, are needed. Laser A (B) and mode a (b) represents x (y) polarized photon, which are marked as signal R (B). The waveguide between C1 and C3 supports only mode a transmission while the waveguide between C2 and C3 supports only mode b transmission. The detector A and B are adopted to detect mode a photon and mode b photon output from C3 respectively. We regard the input signal R as logic 1 and input signal B as logic 0. In the detector side, R and B refers to the same logic as input. N denotes that the detector cannot detect the corresponding photon. For detector A, N is logic 0 while for detector B, N is logic 1. Three scenarios are discussed in detail: Scenario I: Both inputs are laser A, then the mode a transmission from C1 and the mode b transmission from C2 will pump into and drive C3 through the respective waveguide. According to previous analysis, in C3, peak of mode b driving lags behind mode a, therefore, the mode b transmission of C3 will be suppressed. As the results, the detector A can detect photons, while there is almost undetectable photon on detector B. In this scenario, the input and output signals are ,  →  . Scenario III: input 1 is laser A and input 2 is laser B, the peak of mode a transmission from C1 and the peak of mode b transmission from C2 completely coincides, so photons can be detected both on the detector A and B. The symmetric input scenario holds as well. In this scenario: the input and output signals are ,  →  . . Straightforwardly, we summarize the scenarios discussed above in Table 1 . It can be seen clearly that the detector A plays the role of OR gate, and detector B serves as the AND gate.
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Finally, the performance of the AND/OR logic gates is numerically simulated. The relation between transmission energy detected and coupling strength is illustrated in Fig. 7 . For simplicity, identical parameters of all three cavities are assumed. We consider the case that both inputs are laser A. Consequently, the mode b transmission is expected to be shut at C3. It can be seen that both mode a and mode b transmission energies decrease with increasing coupling strength. Within the range of 20 GHz π ≤ / ≤ g 2 40 GHz, the relative ratio between transmission energy detected by two detectors keeps higher than 11 dB, while the maximum value is about 16 dB at π / g 2 = 20 GHz. Similar phenomenon also holds when inputs are laser B, merely the mode a transmission is shut at C3 instead. Thus, the proposed AND/OR logic gates can work well within a relatively large range of coupling strength.
Conclusion
In summary, we demonstrate a new scheme based on coupling system consisting of QD and bimodal cavity to realize all-optical switch and AND/OR logic gates in low-photon-number regime. When driving the cavity with two orthogonally polarized pulsed lasers at certain pulse delay, suppression of the mode whose polarization is same as latter driving pulse can be observed due to effect of destructive interference. The transmitted mode can be selected by designing the driving laser pulse sequence. When considering one laser as the control, the optical switch effect with at least 12.5 dB on-off ratio is achieved. Moreover, we propose a design of AND/OR logic gates based on photon polarization. This is fulfilled by cascading the QD-cavity system. The proposed scheme shows a feasibility of applications in quantum information processing, especially in optical quantum computing.
Method
In this work, we consider the QD-bimodal cavity coupling system in framework of CQED. It is assumed that two modes of the cavity are orthogonally polarized at identical frequency and are resonant to the QD. The Hamiltonian of the coupling system is described by The dissipative dynamics is described by the master equation
. The loss channel of each cavity and QD transition will be represented by the collapsing operator C j , where
We perform the analysis with these achievable decay rates: the cavity decay rate is κ π / = 2 40 GHz and the dipole decay rate is γ π / = 2 1 GHz. The master equation is numerically solved by Monte-Carlo method. On the other hand, the analytical analysis is adopted to obtain the transition time interval in the QD-bimodal cavity coupling system. Identical non-homogeneous responses of the two driving lasers are assumed. The non-homogeneous differential equations are not solved strictly. We regard the influence of the driving lasers as an initial state to the system. We proceed to solve the motion equation from expanding the state vector into a linear combination of the bare states The C xmn on the left side of above equations are the none zero expansion of dressed states corresponding to the Eigen energy on the right side in the bare state representation. Strictly, The κ κ ± − i g 32 2 2 in Eigen energies of
